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Breweriana
Collectibles Show
Being Held in Mesa
on June 13
On Saturday, June 13, the ABA and Arizona’s A-1 Chapter
Beer Collectibles Show will be held at the Marriott Hotel, 200
Centennial Way in Mesa. Admission is free and show hours are
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. A raffle will be held at 1 p.m. with some
great beer prizes being offered.
The Collectibles Show is part of the 2015 Annual Meeting
of The American Breweriana Association (ABA) from June 9 to
13 featuring an enjoyable five days of the ABA’s buy-sell-trade
action, great tours and renewed friendships.
Whether you are just starting your beer memorabilia
collection or if you are a seasoned veteran, The Collectibles
Show on Saturday is the place for you. Breweriana items from
all over the US will be on display and for sale including: cans,
steins, glasses, trays, bottles, mugs, signs, coasters, openers,
labels, old ads, beer taps, ball tap knobs, novelty items, crowns,
beer post cards, beer patches, mirrors—and anything else related
to beer.
If you have any questions or would like to reserve your
table at the Show, please call John Weatherhead at 678-4279512 or email wxxhead@msn.com. For complete information
including registration for the annual ABA meeting, go to
americanbreweriana.org.

Largest Casino
Collectibles Show
Will Be Held in Las Vegas
in June!
The world’s largest casino collectibles show is coming
to Las Vegas in June! The 23rd Annual Casino Collectibles
Convention will be presented by The Casino Chip and Gaming
Token Collectors Club, Inc., (CC&GTCC) from June 24 to 27
at South Point Hotel, Casino, Spa, 9777 Las Vegas Boulevard
South.
Highlighting the event is former Nevada Governor Robert
J. “Bob” Miller who will be the featured banquet speaker on
June 24. As the longest-serving Nevada governor—from 1989
to 1999—he was immensely popular. Governor Miller is
enjoying a distinguished and honorable career in both private
and public service. To learn more about this remarkable and
interesting man, go to: www.rjmillerconsulting.com/About-Us.
html. The governor’s autobiography, Son of a Gambling Man,
was released by Thomas Dunne Books in 2013.
The CC&GTCC loves casino memorabilia—if it has a
casino’s name on it, chances are good that somebody collects it.
How better to indulge that passion than at a show dedicated to
continued on page 8...
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Casino Collectibles, continued from page 3...
its enjoyment? Come be a part the fun! There truly is something
exciting about owning a piece of history.
Open to the public, the Collectibles Show will have dozens
of dealer tables, daily educational seminars, and an annual live
auction of casino chips and memorabilia. You’ll be able to
buy, sell or trade chips, silver strikes, tokens, slot cards, room
keys, dice, playing cards, ashtrays, matchbooks, swizzle sticks,
TITOs, postcards—and more.
Admission to the show floor is available with valid photo
ID. It is $10.00 on Thursday, $5.00 on Friday and Free on
Saturday. Children 18 and younger are admitted FREE any day
when accompanied by an adult. Check in at the CC&GTCC
Registration Desk prior to entry. Main show floor times are:
Thursday from 10:30 a.m. to 6 p.m., Friday from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m., and Saturday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Further information is available at www.ccgtcc.com. Also,
be sure to follow Casino Chip & Gaming Token Collectors
Club on Facebook and Twitter at CCandGTCC where you will
find details on how you can attend the convention on us! Search
for details under the hashtag #2015CasinoCon.
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Collecting Nippon China
by Mary Dessoie
One of the most collected accessories from the Gilded Age in
America is Nippon china (1891-1921). Nippon is the Japanese
word for Japan. It literally means “Land where the Sun Rises,”
and in Chinese, it’s “Giapon,” where we get our word Japan.
In 1891 the U.S. Congress passed a law requiring that all
items imported into America had to be marked with their country
of origin. So the Japanese marked their wares “Nippon.” In 1921,
Congress changed the law to require items be marked “Made in
(country of origin in English).”
What makes Nippon collectible, however, is not only this
small 30-year window but also the hands-on artistry of the
designs and, remarkably, that those designs are so European in
style. The reason for this goes back to the mid 19th-century when
an isolated Japan was forced into global trade.
Back then, a couple of brothers named Morimura began
studying Western-style design so they could more successfully
sell to European and American consumers. Their back stamp was
an “M” in a wreath and is often a sign of a quality piece. The
brothers went on to start Noritake China.
It has been suggested that the color of a Nippon mark is some
indication of quality. This is not so and the Noritake company
has stated that they never participated in any color-coding and
know of no other Japanese company that has.
It is true is that Nippon pieces have been reproduced. So,
there are bogus Nippon marks out there. Membership in the
International Nippon Collectors Club is a useful resource for
identifying pieces.
These days, the market for Nippon dinnerware, as with all
continued on next page...
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Giveaway Winner
The giveaway winner from our last issue is Patricia Latona
from Chino Valley and she will receive Jane Cleland’s book,
Blood Rubies. We are excited to learn that Jane’s next mystery
book is coming later this year! Watch for the announcement in
The Antique Register.
Thanks to all who wrote to us and entered the drawing. We
love to hear from our readers about how they enjoy The Antique
Register and use it to hunt for great finds. The Antique Register
is celebrating its 17th year! Take it with you as you travel around
Arizona this summer—and be sure to tell the advertisers that you
found them in The Antique Register.

Nippon China, continued from previous page...
dinnerware, is weak. But decorative and cabinet pieces are still
doing well among those who appreciate hand painting and others
who just enjoy that showy flash of gilding.
Mary Dessoie founded the Butter Pat Patter Association for
collectors of butter pats. A subscription to The Patter newsletter
is $22 and includes a mint-condition Royal Doulton butter pat
and ten issues of The Patter. Sample copies are available by
sending $4.00 and a LSSAE (70 cents) to Mary Dessoie, 7950
E. Keats Avenue, No. 178, Mesa, AZ 85209-5025. To start your
subscription immediately and receive a pat by return mail, send
a $22 check or money order payable to Mary Dessoie. You will
receive an additional butter pat with your paid membership when
you mention this publication and the special double premium
offer!
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Collecting Antique
Tea Cup Sets
by Mary Dessoie
Antique tea cups and saucers are lovely items to collect.
They are easily found, the prices are affordable and the variety
of patterns and colors is endless.
If you are considering starting an antique collection, a tea
cup and saucer collection is a good route to go. Tea cups and
saucers have been around for hundreds of years and are found in
many types of materials, so there are plenty of different items to
collect. Whether you plan to casually collect or to aggressively
hunt down specific pieces, you will need to do some research
before you begin.
Determine what you want to collect. Perhaps you are attracted
to tea cups and saucers from a specific era. Perhaps you just
want a collection of cups you find beautiful. Begin with some
research and figure out exactly what you’d like to purchase.
You can’t start your collection until you know what you are
looking for, so search the web and read books on tea cups and
saucers. Learn which items are the most common and which
ones are harder to find. This way, if you are lucky enough to
stumble across a rare find, you’ll know to snatch it up right away.
You will want to display your collection so that it can be
admired on a daily basis. Since tea cups are often made of bone
china or porcelain, you’ll want to keep them in a safe place
where they won’t break. Be sure to keep the collection out
of direct sunlight, as it might fade any paint on the cups and
saucers over time.
Antiques require proper upkeep in order to prevent them
from being damaged. Dust your collection regularly and give
the cups and saucers a gentle wash twice a year. Never wash
antique china in the dishwasher, as this may damage it.
While you can go online and simply purchase exactly what
you’d like, searching for the items is much more exciting. By
patronizing the advertisers in this publication, you are sure to
find many antique tea cup and saucer sets.
Mary Dessoie covers a variety of antiques and collectibles.
She founded the Butter Pat Patter Association for collectors of
butter pats. A subscription to The Patter newsletter costs $22
and includes a mint-condition Royal Doulton butter pat and
ten issues. Sample copies are available by sending $4.00 and a
LSSAE (70 cents) to Mary Dessoie, 7950 E. Keats Avenue, No.
178, Mesa, AZ 85209-5025. For those who would like to start
their subscriptions immediately and receive their pat by return
mail, please send your check or money order, in the amount of
$22, payable to Mary Dessoie. You will receive an additional
butter pat with your paid membership when you mention this
publication and the special double premium offer!
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Rinker On Collectibles

Why I Prefer Collecting Antiques and Collectibles with a Story

The move from a 14,000 square foot building, the former
Vera Cruz (PA) Elementary School, to a 2,800 square foot
home in Kentwood, Michigan, forced me to sell approximately
two-thirds of the antiques and collectibles I acquired over 50
years of saving and collecting. The decision of what to sell
and what not to sell, especially when it involved a family
heirloom, was difficult. Every object had a story attached.
Fortunately or unfortunately, I remembered most of them.
Objects become personalized when associated with a story.
An acquisition story is the most common. An acquisition story
is the tale of the hunt—the planning, the hunt itself and the
successful conclusion, made even more memorable if the
object was acquired at a bargain. Acquisition stories easily
become distorted in the telling. It is in the teller’s interest to
enhance the story, a polite phrase for playing loose with the
truth. A good acquisition story is an adventure story filled with
setbacks, false trails, trials and tribulations, and unexpected
twists and turns. Since the teller is referring to a specific
object, the end result is always positive.
Two of my favorite acquisition stories happened early in my
career. In 1977, when I moved to Hellertown, Pennsylvania,
to take care of my mother prior to her death in February 1978,
I brought with me a collection of Frakturs I acquired while
living in York, Pennsylvania.
When my mother saw them, she remarked, “I did not know
you were interested in that sort of thing. There is a bunch of
them in Annie’s (my mother’s stepmother) attic.”
My mother and I paid a visit. We returned home with
Prosser, Knoble and Seiple printed Fraktur birth and baptismal,
confirmation and marriage certificates.
The second story also involves my mother. My mother
delivered medication and other supplies for Prosser’s Drug
store, owned by her brother Earl. When she visited customers,
I instructed her to keep her eyes and ears open. If a customer
had any antiques for sale, she was to call and let me know.
One day the telephone rang. “Would you be interested in a
tall case clock? The Grubes are moving, and there is no room
for it in the moving van.”
I told my mother to stop talking and go back and buy it.
The thirty-hour tall case clock was by a New Brunswick, New
Jersey, clockmaker named White, the only example known.
The clock had an unusual history. It was given to the oldest
daughter in the family on the day of her marriage. The Grubes
had no children. Hence, they had no compulsions about
selling the clock. Every time I walk by the clock, now located
at Linda’s and my condo in Altamonte Springs, Florida, I am
reminded of this story. It always evokes a smile.
Not every acquisition story is a memorable one. In fact,
most are not. It is the other stories, such as who owned the
piece or what role did the piece play in history, that most
fascinate me today.
The link between an object and those who owned it
previously is usually lost. When buying an antique or
collectible from a dealer, the dealer is reluctant to share how
he/she acquired the object or provide a link to the person or
family who sold it. Dealers are extremely hesitant to reveal
their sources.
This is in direct opposition to the value concept that the
more that is known about an object, the higher its perceived

by Harry Rinker
value. Dealers focus on touting an object’s manufacturing
and marketing history, its aesthetics, importance within the
collecting scheme of things, and decorative/conversation
value. This allows them to avoid ownership provenance. Who
cares about dead people? I do.
My Hopalong Cassidy collection included cap guns and
cap gun/holster sets. I bought them only if the seller could
provide me a picture of the child wearing them. This portion
of my Hoppy collection was small, but I was proud of it. In
several cases, I located the child and interviewed him or her.
These personal stories made the cap guns extra special.
After a hiatus of several decades, I have started to work
again on my family genealogy. Thus far I have found seven
ancestors who fought in the American Revolution, six on the
American side and one for the Hessians. Older and wiser, my
goal is to look beyond the birth, marriage and death dates. I
want to recreate the personal history of each of my ancestors
so that they are more than just a name on a tombstone.
As a Fraktur collector, I expended a great deal of time
and effort in attempting to trace the family roots and modern
descendents of the names on the birth and baptismal certificates
in my collection. Thanks to the growing information on the
Internet, this is now a much easier task. Give me a name
associated with an object and chances are better than even
that I will be able to recreate the family genealogy.
No collector ever stops buying. I am no exception. The
sale of the things I left behind in Pennsylvania has provided
me with funds to keep buying. Since the storage space in
Linda’s and my Kentwood home is almost filled to capacity,
size is a limiting factor in what I can buy. The size issue is
manageable. I narrowed my collecting focus by concentrating
on buying objects with a strong family ownership or collector
providence that I can research or documents that have strong
historical content.
Barb Jersey of Wonder Woman Estate Sales brought me a
framed American sampler that had a partial family provenance
written on the back. It failed to sell for $450.00 on the first
day and $225.00 on the second day at one of Barb’s estate
sales. When I saw it, I informed her that the sampler would
be worth $450.00 or more if she could establish the location
of the young lady who made it. A line on the sampler read,
“Wrought by Betsey M. Brown.”
“I do not have the time,” Barb replied.
I told Barb I would buy the sampler and do the research.
When Barb asked me to share my findings, I told her I would
be glad to do so but with the understanding that she could not
buy it back.
It took me less than an hour to trace the family genealogy.
The sampler was made by Betsey Melissa [Brown] Edgerton
(1819-1847) between the ages of 8 and 13 (1827-1832) who
lived in Pawlet, Rutland County, Vermont. Betsey Brown,
daughter of Milton and Eunice [Guild] Brown, married
Marson Edgerton on October 24, 1839. I did not have to leave
my office to discover this. The information was available on
the Internet.
Recently, I instructed the jewelry dealers with whom I work
to add pieces to Linda’s collection of Victorian Era jewelry
that I will pay a premium when they can offer pieces that
continued on page 21...
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When One Door Closes, Another Opens
by Jace Sanders
Working at an antique mall is a fantastical adventure. I can
spend hours inspecting treasures from long ago. I speculate on
their stories and the experiences they’ve had. Often, an item
will transport me to another time and place and fill me with
emotions. One of those treasures was a green door with a mail
slot.
Before email and texting and free long-distance calling,
folks used to write letters to loved ones. It would take a week or
so to transport the message some hundreds even thousands of
miles and then another week or so to receive a reply.
When I was a child, I would write my grandmother this
way. I would tell her that I looked forward to visiting and
hoped she would make me some cookies when I came. My
grandma worked hard on a family farm. She had a cache of jars
of homemade bread and butter pickles that she’d offer us with
each visit. I miss those and I miss her more.
I have fond memories of hoeing fields and milking cows
during my short stays. I remember the smell of ham in the
morning, frying on a wood stove. And in the afternoons, my
grandpa would sit in a large armchair and sip a Dr. Pepper.
I remember their front door, painted green with a slot for
mail. The door was never locked. It didn’t matter the time or
day—that door was always open to me. I remember when she
died and knocking on the door, then occupied by my cousins. It
felt very unnatural.
These were the memories provoked by one of those

treasures, so I bought the door.
The problem, though, was that a vintage sea green door
would not match any of the other doors in my house. I knew
that it could quite possibly spend the next twenty years in my
garage.
Then I passed another booth whose merchant had done
something amazing. He took a door and repurposed it into
something else—a coffee table.
The door I bought was solid hardwood, roughly six feet tall.
I trimmed eighteen inches off each side and fastened them to the
bottom of the center section using a countersink drill bit, hiding
the screws underneath and inside the now-legs. The operation
took about thirty minutes and now I have a magnificent coffee
table with a mail slot. Every time I look at it I get a hankering
for some good old-fashioned bread and butter pickles.
Jace Sanders is the Comptroller at Merchant Square
Antique Marketplace in Chandler, AZ. For more fantastic reads
and ideas, visit http://www.merchantsquareantiques.com/blog.
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Rinker On Collectibles, continued from page 19...
can be traced back to their period owners. In my collection of
Victorian men’s jewelry, I have a stickpin and links featuring
the Anheuser Bush “A” logo. They came with an Anheuser
Bush family provenance.
I have hundreds of objects at my Kentwood home on my
“do-the-research” pile. I want to learn what role they played
at the time of their creation and/or their historical significance.
At the top of the list is a collection of lithograph posters of
French chateaus. I assumed they were related to an automobile
tour of France. I paused for a few minutes during the writing
of this column and did a quick Internet search. I found they
may be French railroad rather than automobile related. I
placed solving this riddle as the first item on my 2015 New
Year’s resolutions.
Eventually, the pursuit of the complete story will take
Linda and me to France. We need to visit the chateaus to see
which remain and which do not. This pursuit will add another
story to the posters, but, I suspect, not the last.
There is no end to the stories an object can tell. These
stories are limited only by the owner’s imagination, his/her
ability to ask questions about the object and making a commit
to do the research, no matter where it leads. Not every research
trail will result in a Da Vinci Code-type story. All will be an
adventure, a journey to places beyond where the collector has
gone before. Although I have had more than my fair share
of antiques and collectibles adventures, I have no desire or
intention of stopping. You should not either.
Harry L. Rinker welcomes questions from readers about
collectibles, those mass-produced items from the twentieth
and twenty-first centuries. Selected letters will be answered in
this column. Harry cannot provide personal answers. Photos
and other material submitted cannot be returned. Send your
questions to: Rinker on Collectibles, 5955 Mill Point Court
SE, Kentwood, MI 49512. You also can e-mail your questions
to harrylrinker@aol.com. Only e-mails containing a full name
and mailing address will be considered.
You can listen and participate in Whatcha Got?, Harry’s
antiques and collectibles radio call-in show, on Sunday
mornings between 8 and 10 a.m. Eastern Time. If you cannot
find it on a station in your area, Whatcha Got? streams live on
the Internet at www.gcnlive.com. Sell, Keep Or Toss?: How To
Downsize A Home, Settle An Estate, and Appraise Personal
Property (House of Collectibles, an imprint of Random House
Information Group, $17.99), Harry’s latest book, is available
at your favorite bookstore and via www.harryrinker.com.
Copyright © Harry L. Rinker, LLC 2014
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Annie Sloan Decorative
Chalk Paint®
Celebrating Its 25th
Anniversary
Chalk Paint® by Annie Sloan is celebrating its 25th
anniversary this year. Originally invented in Oxford, England, in
1990, Annie’s signature range of decorative paint revolutionized
the way we see decorative painting. She called her paint
Chalk Paint® because of its velvety, matte finish and it is now
distributed all over the world, including its introduction in the
U.S. and Canada four years ago.
The unique zero-VOC decorative paint, made in the USA
to Annie Sloan’s unique formula, sticks to just about any
surface, inside or out, with no need to sand or prime. Inspired
by 18th and 20thcentury décor and design, the line comprises
32 decorative and historic colors that can be easily mixed to
create an extensive color palette. Chalk Paint® makes it simple
to transform furniture, walls and floors and anyone can achieve
great results—from the novice to the experienced upcycler,
artist or designer.
Alongside the original launch of Chalk Paint®, Annie has
developed Soft Waxes in clear and dark (antique), which are
used to give a subtle sheen as well as protection and durability
to painted projects. Additional decorator’s accessories include
an extensive line of brushes for paint and wax, as well as
lacquer for floors, découpage medium, craqueleur varnish for
a crackle finish, and gold size for easy application of metallic
embellishments.
continued on next page...
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Annie Sloan, continued from previous page...
The latest innovation is the Annie Sloan Stencil Collection,
which has just been introduced. There are 21 stencils in the
Collection, including strong abstract designs and elements from
nature designed for use on walls, floors and furniture. Available
in two sizes, the stencils reflect a wide range of styles including
Coastal, Rustic Country, French Elegance, Warehouse,
Neoclassical, Bohemian, Traditional Swedish, Vintage Floral
and Modern Retro.
An Annie Sloan Fabric Collection was launched in 2012 to
complement the Chalk Paint® line and includes cotton tickings,
toiles, florals and linens. All fabrics are sourced directly from
France and Belgium and are of the highest quality cotton and
linen. A Fragrance Collection, introduced in 2014, consists of
six high-quality fragrances available in a candle or reed diffuser
that harmonize with the Chalk Paint® palette and are inspired
by historic French locations. They are made in England using
a combination of the finest ingredients, including natural and
organic materials.
One of the world’s most respected experts in paint, color
and decorative painting techniques, Annie Sloan has had a
major influence on the painted furniture revolution through
her easy approach, lively and creative attitude to painting and
the incredible popularity of her Chalk Paint®. She has written
more than 20 best-selling books on traditional paints, colors
and techniques and her Annie Sloan Work Book (published by
Oxfordfolio in 2012) is sold by Annie Sloan retailers to assist
their clients in planning their own projects.
Chalk Paint® and Annie’s other products are only available
from Annie Sloan Stockists and their websites and each shop
is picked for its individual style. Annie is a strong supporter of
independent businesses and has refused all approaches from
major retailers and big box stores to stock her products in order
to maintain the personal service and expertise provided by local
shops.
Annie and her team train all their retailers to ensure that they
know how to use Chalk Paint® for their own painting projects,
to give sound advice to customers, and also to give them the
training required to run the popular Annie Sloan Workshops.
These workshops are held for beginners as well as advanced
students and some feature techniques beyond basic upcycling—
such as distressing, gilding, crackle glazing, decoupage,
stenciling, working with fabrics, and more.
Learn more at: www.anniesloan.com, www.chalkpaint.com
or http://anniesloanpaintandcolour.blogspot.co.uk.
Annie Sloan stockists in Arizona currently include:
Audrey’s
11649 N. Cave Creek Road, Phoenix
602-281-6055 - www.audreyshopaz.com
Blue House Boutique
5807 W. Myrtle Avenue, Glendale
623-748-8566 - www.bluehouseaz.com
Green Table Gifts
1840 E. Warner Road, Tempe
480-855-5620 - www.gtgifts.com
Wood Creations Furniture
7143 E. Southern Avenue, Mesa,
480-830-9663 - www.woodcreationsfurniture.com
Trouvé
7135 E. 1st Avenue, Scottsdale
866-730-9777
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Antiques on Central Open
in New Location

OZZIE’S
F U R N I S H I N G S
St. Vincent de Paul

A unique boutique-style shopping experience.

Fashionable Philanthropy
3927 E. Indian School Rd. Phoenix, AZ 85018
602.955.1460 • Fax 602.955.1492

by Nancy Williams
On March 7, Antiques on Central began an exciting new
chapter in its long association with Central Phoenix when it
opened its doors in a beautifully refurbished building at the
northeast corner of 7th Street and Missouri. Visitors to this
upscale antique mall will be delighted with the fresh dynamic
look of the new store and its wonderful assortment of fine antiques
and collectibles.
Moving less than
two miles away from
its former Uptown
Plaza
location,
Antiques on Central
is “42 dealers strong,”
retaining
long-time
dealers and welcoming
several new ones.
Through their love of
what they do, partners
Sylvia Wells, Cliff
Sharar and Doris Leis,
their knowledgeable
dealers and a friendly
staff
continue
to
provide an enjoyable
shopping experience.
The variety of
merchandise in the
new store ranges from fine art, estate and costume jewelry,
unusual linens, china, porcelain, studio pottery, art glass,
European and Asian finds, sterling and silver plate, crystal,
primitives, and books. They also carry Howard’s furniture
products, Silversmith silver polishes, Milsek and a wide variety
of display stands, hangers and easels. The ever-popular signature
$2.00 greeting cards made the move, too!
Moving a business after many years in one location presents
a lot of challenges—especially when the new space is smaller.
How do you do more with less? But that’s what Antiques on
Central was able to accomplish after extensive refurbishing.
Previously occupied by Buffalo Exchange, a resale-clothing
outlet, the new building needed some major work to transform
it into a viable antique store. Plans were drawn and contractors
hired. The former dressing rooms had to go; the carpet was
replaced; the bathrooms remodeled and the entire shell was
painted.
Many hours were spent deciding how to best lay out the
dealer spaces and where the store’s cases would be placed.
The goal was to allow as many dealers as possible to make the
transition while providing the most effective unrestricted flow
for shoppers. Fortunately, the space has a very high ceiling with
dramatic beams accenting the open feel of the store and it was
decided not to build walls between dealers’ spaces, adding to
the openness. Booths have been creatively arranged to back up
to each other with “invisible walls” between them, something
almost unheard of in this business. But the honor system
at Antiques on Central is alive and well! The counter from
Central was salvaged and redesigned for a new, more efficient
register area.
The building’s exterior has also been given a major facelift.
continued on next page...
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Antiques on Central, continued from previous page...
Fresh paint and colorful
planters full of flowers
create an inviting look
and new doors, salvaged
from an empty unit at
Uptown Plaza, now open
to the updated Antiques
on Central!
A new website has
also been launched.
Although
www.
antiquesoncentral.com
is still in its infancy, it
will continue to grow.
Visit the site for great photos of the new store and browse the
featured items pages. Many dealers are represented there. You
will also enjoy the Steve Wallace Art Gallery. Take a look! Also,
visit their Facebook page,
call 602-264-4525 or email
antiques@antiquesoncentral.
com for more information.
Antiques on Central
had a successful history
at its former Central and
Camelback location but it was
time to move forward. Please
stop by 730 E. Missouri to
enjoy the transformation and
help them make some new
memories!
(See ad on page 56)
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Curt Teich - Mr. Postcard
by Jay Mark
It should come as no surprise that in this fast-moving age—
when today’s innovation is tomorrow’s relic—the world of
antiques has changed dramatically.
In the forty-three years since I started in the business, I have
witnessed countless changes in people’s interests. What was
once highly desirable, prized and costly is now not even given
a second glance—proving that tastes in antiques, like much else
in our modern lives, are subject to the rapidly changing whims
of an increasingly fickle audience.

Brightly colored, Large Letter postcards were a signature
style of the Curt Teich Company. With more than 1000 different
subjects, the colorful cards have become popular amongst
collectors.
In general, regimented collecting has given way to a more
impulsive form of acquisition where decorative value rather
than history is paramount. In fact “collectible,” the once overused and somewhat meaningless term, has nearly disappeared
from the antiquer’s vocabulary.
Somewhat surprising amongst this dynamic inconsistency
is the interest in and steady demand for the humble postcard,
which remains as popular today as ever. The reasons for the
appeal of postcards are nearly as varied as the cards themselves.
So organized is the discipline of postcard collecting that it
has its own highfalutin name—deltiology. Based on the Greek
term for small tablet (deltion) and study (-logy), the word
was introduced in 1945 by an Ohio professor named Randall
Rhoades.
While it may seem that postcards have been around forever,
they are relatively modern. A Congressional Act in 1861 first
allowed for the production of privately printed cards. The
issuance of utilitarian government-printed Postal Cards began
in 1873. They could be mailed for a penny—half the rate for
privately printed cards.
The modern era of souvenir post cards commenced in 1898
when Congress authorized the “Private Mailing Card,” which
could be sent at the same government rate of one penny. The
recipient’s address was confined entirely to one side of the card.
Messages had to share space with illustrations on the reverse.
Finally in 1907, through an international agreement,
messages were allowed to appear to the left of the address on one
side of the card – hence the “divided back” terminology. That
continued on next page...
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Mr. Postcard, continued from previous page...
opened the floodgates for millions of printed and photographic
postcards.
Postcard production and distribution was exploding into a
big business.
It grew even
larger during
the
Great
Depression
thanks
to
a
German
immigrant
who
created
a
company
that ultimately
became
the
German immigrant Curt Teich built a printing world’s largest.
Curt Otto
company between 1898 and 1978 that became
Teich (1877the largest publisher of postcards in the world.
Teich Family Papers Curt Teich Postcard 1974) learned
the
printing
Archives
trade in Lobenstein, Germany, where he apprenticed as a thirdgeneration lithographer in the Teich family’s printing business.
At age 18, the young Teich (pronounced “Tyke”) emigrated
to the U.S. and settled in Chicago. By 1898 he was printing
newspapers and magazines. Another decade would elapse
before Teich started publishing postcards utilizing the modern
technique of offset printing.
Although he pioneered in a variety of ways, Curt Teich is
most acclaimed today for his “Greetings from…” colorful,
continued on page 36...
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BUYING!
OLD Bottles

Postcards, Old Documents &
Photographs
Contact:
Sam Michael 480-962-6523
PearceMerc@aol.com
Visit my Sales Booth at
Antique Trove
(Dealer #140)
Scottsdale Rd & McDowell
Scottsdale AZ 85257
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Yarnell Daze Mountaintop Festival 2015
Offers Activities for the Entire Family
The 46th annual celebration of the Yarnell–Peeples Valley
community—Yarnell Daze, the Mountaintop Festival 2015—
will be held on Saturday, May 9, and is shaping up to be the
perfect fun event for the entire family. Festival events begin
at 9 a.m. and the day will be filled with a huge variety of free
activities.
A highlight of Yarnell
Daze is the Parade that
starts at 10 a.m. on Main
Street. It is something
wonderful from out of
the past with antique cars
and floats, horses, clowns
and fire trucks. Visitors
should be parked and on
the side of Highway 89 to
cheer on Grand Marshal
Chuck Tidey, president of
the Yarnell Hill Recovery
Group and the Yarnell-Peeples Valley Chamber of Commerce. In
January, Chuck was named “Citizen of the Year” by the Yavapai
County Sheriff’s Office in recognition of his hard work for the
community. When he received his award, Chuck credited the
entire recovery team, including his wife Leah, for their efforts in
rebuilding the community following the June 2013 devastating
fire.
Other Mountaintop Festival 2015 events include Highway

by Nancy Tidey Williams
89 being lined with vendors, political candidates and visitors.
Also, vendors will be at the Main Vendors Field and throughout
town where you will enjoy many unique shops and an Antique
Market. Firefighter relays will be held at the Yarnell Fire Station.
continued on page 34...
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Yarnell Daze, continued from page 33..
The Fine Arts Show will be set up at the Blue Barn (corner of
Table Top and Hwy 89) with the Go Green Vendors lined up in
the parking lot.
A KidZone of games and crafts, a magician, Go Green Zone
displaying the local Spider
PHARM-live
spiders,
water conservation, sheep
shearing, ice cream eating
contest and more. Don’t
miss the special program
for youngsters at the
Yarnell Library.
Live music on the main
stage will include three
bands—blues,
popular
rock and country music—as well as Astarte Sihaya & Goddess
belly dancers. The popular Easy Listening stage will feature
local talent, mixed marshal arts and Hypnotist Mort Borkowitz.
There will be outdoor dancing at the Beer Garden and great
food.
Car show entrants will receive a t-shirt and dash plaque and
there will be a People’s Choice Car Show award.
A Silent Auction will raise money for local nonprofit
organizations including: Yarnell Food Pantry; Yarnell
Community Center Meals on Wheels Program; People Who
Care providing transportation to the elderly or ill; and Petey’s
Playground, which shelters pets when owners are hospitalized
or can no longer care for them.
You may want to take time to visit the proposed Memorial
site for the Granite Mountain Hot Shots, St Joseph’s Shrine or
the Tovar Grotto. It’s Mother’s Day weekend—bring the moms
continued on next page...
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Yarnell Daze, continued from previous page..
in your life up for the great weather, scenic views and a fantastic
day of fun!
Applications for the parade, car show, art show and vendors
or pictures of last year’s event are available at y-pvchamber.com.
Visit Yarnell Daze 2015 on Facebook for more information. You
can also contact Trish Edwards, the Yarnell Daze Chair, at 928277-6674 or by email at InfoOnTheHill@gmail.com.
Yarnell is nestled in the Weaver Mountains at 4,800 ft
elevation in the top of the Bradshaw Mountains on historic
Highway 89, north of Wickenburg. There are many antique and
gift shops and wonderful restaurants spread out over a mile. The
area’s residents are proud of their creative go-to-it attitude that is
helping them rebuild their community following the devastating
wildfire that took the lives of 19 Granite Mountain Hot Shots
and destroyed 127 homes.
(Note: Register writer Nancy Tidey Williams, who lives in
Phoenix, has never met Chuck Tidey but they connected by
email and phone a few years ago and figured out they are likely
from different branches of the same family tree. It’s such a small
world!)
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Mr. Postcard, continued from page 31...
Large Letter postcards and the introduction of “linen” cards that
dominated the industry for more than fifteen years.
Although they had been around since 1908—cards with
illustrations inset into large, three-dimensional letters—it was
Curt
Teich
who
brought
the design into
an
entirely
new realm. He
introduced color
into the process
and printed on
a paper with a
unique linenlike texture.
The Large
Millions of postcards were produced
Letter
card
became one of in this Curt Teich Chicago printing plant
the most popular between 1911 and 1978. This early view
lines of souvenir dates to about WW 1. Curt Teich Postcard
cards
ever Archives
printed. Hand-drawn, the cards featured, inset into the letters,
illustrations of local landmarks pictured on other Curt Teich
postcards.
Once spurned by collectors as cheap and gaudy, Curt Teich’s
linen and Large Letter cards are some of the most popular
subjects today—now appreciated for their unique style and
bright, colorful designs.
The Curt Teich Company had a long productive history. By
the time he died in 1974, Teich’s company had produced more
than 400,000 postcards on every subject imaginable—making it
the largest postcard publisher in the world.
Two things have helped make the prolific output of Curt
Teich so collectible today. The first is the documentation of the
company’s production. Unlike most publishers, Curt Teich used
an elaborate number coding system that allowed for accurately
dating most of the company’s production. Second, Curt Teich’s
prescient vision assured that virtually every postcard ever
published was saved and archived. All of which could have
been lost after his death. Thanks to his son Ralph, who had been
running the business in its later years, virtually everything was
continued on page 39...
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How to Collect Butter Pats
by Mary Dessoie
Are you looking to start a fun and attractive collecting hobby
that will go easy on your bank account and, in turn, could be a
solid, recession-proof investment? Why not try butter pats?
Although butter pats were first made in the mid-1800s, they
reached the height of popularity in the Victorian era between
1880 and 1910. Made by some of the most elite porcelain
houses in the world, butter pats came in a wide range of shapes,
colors and patterns. Today, they can be found in flea markets,
garage sales and antique shops. Finding just the right pat for a
collection is half the fun and frustration of starting one.
Determine what type and period you want to collect. Look
for Victorian butter pats to start a collection. Butter pats from the
Victorian era are common and can be had at a reasonable price.
Ask the seller if they know of any other butter pats from other
sources to build a contact list.
Watch for reproductions. Often, reproductions make their
way onto the market with no intent of fooling a buyer. Yet
without full disclosure, that terrific butter pat might be worth
only half its cost. Reproductions in railroad china patterns have
flooded the market. Always find a reputable dealer who will
point out great deals and advise against questionable pieces.
Choose butter pats that are pleasing to the collector. As long
as the price is right and the quality is there, it is hard to make
a bad decision. Build an eclectic and comprehensive collection
of various pats. Butter pats were not made only in porcelain but
also glass and silver.
Some butter pat mavens limit their collections to the
Haviland or Staffordshire potteries. Top marked pats from
continued on page 40...
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Mr. Postcard, continued from page 36...
preserved.
Recognizing the immense historic value of eight decades
of production, Ralph Teich chose to safeguard the company’s
history for future generations by donating the firm’s business
records, papers and output to what is known as the Curt Teich
Archives in the Lake County Museum in Libertyville, Illinois.
It is said that it took five semi-truck loads to convey that vast
collection to the Museum in 1982.
Regensteiner Publishing Enterprises, also a Chicago
printing enterprise, purchased Curt Teich in 1976 and continued
producing postcards under the Curt Teich name until 1978. The
company changed hands again in 1980 when it was acquired
by the Irish John Hinde Company. It operates the John Hinde
Curteich, Inc., division from Oxnard, California.
Postcards are not likely to disappear anytime soon, but with
the advent of smart phone cameras, selfies and instant social
media postings, the heyday of the picture postcard epitomized
by Curt Teich is certainly on the decline. Part of the appeal of
Curt Teich postcards is the wide variety of subjects and their
relatively low price. A recent survey of Curt Teich cards on eBay
shows the majority range between $2.00 and $10.00.
HINT: Was your community lucky enough to have a Large
Letter card? A complete list of the more than 1000 Curt Teich
Large Letter cards produced can be found at www.playle.com/
ctlinen.pdf.
Dating Curt Teich postcards is easy. The company’s
numbering system is decoded at www.lcfpd.org/museum/
research/teich-archives/postcard-dating. To learn more about
the vast Curt Teich Archive, visit www.lcfpd.org/museum/teich/
collections.
A GOOD BOOK: Fred Tenney and Kevin Hilbert have coauthored Large Letter Postcards: The Definitive Guide, 1930s
to 1950s, (Schiffer Publishing, 2009, $39.99), which provides a
comprehensive look at this popular genre.
Nearly an antique himself, Jay Mark is a 43-year antiques
business veteran who owns Those Were The Days! an online
bookstore. He also teaches, lectures frequently and writes
regularly about antiques and history. Reach him at jaymark@
twtdbooks.com. ©2015
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Butter Pats, continued from page 38...
hotels, restaurants, diners, educational institutions, airlines,
railroads or steamship lines are sought by many collectors.
Find the most unusual pieces if the collection is for investment
purposes. The rarer a piece is, the higher its premium is likely to
be in years to come.
Join a collectors’ club. Membership will provide you with
the means to learn more about the antiques and collectibles that
are of interest to you and help you to keep up to date with pricing
guidelines. However, one of the greatest benefits of joining a
club is having the entrée to meet other collectors from around
the country and make new friends.
Mary Dessoie founded the Butter Pat Patter Association for
collectors of butter pats. A subscription to The Patter newsletter
costs $22 and includes a mint-condition Royal Doulton butter
pat and ten issues of The Patter. Sample copies are available by
sending $4.00 and a LSSAE (70 cents) to Mary Dessoie, 7950
E. Keats Avenue, No. 178, Mesa, AZ 85209-5025. Those who
would like to start their subscriptions immediately and receive
their Royal Doulton pat by return mail, please send your check
or money order, in the amount of $22, payable to Mary Dessoie.
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Quilt Auction

Quilting in the Valley Quilt Show
May 2nd & 3rd – Auction, Sun 1pm
Airtel Plaza Hotel/Conference Center
7277 Valjean Ave, Van Nuys, CA
www.quiltinginthevalleyshow.com
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Charleston Antique Mall
Named ‘Best of Las Vegas’
for 2015
We think our advertising shops are the greatest and it makes
us very happy to know that others agree. So we were very
excited that Charleston Antique Mall has been voted “The
Best of Las Vegas” antique store in the 2015 Las Vegas Review
Journal readers’ annual poll! This is the second year in a row
that the Mall is being honored by voters—it was named best
antique store in 2014 as well.
Publisher Glena Dunn wrote the following about the mall in
the Southern Nevada Country Register:
For the second year running, Charleston Antique Mall
has been voted “The Best of Las Vegas” in the antique store
category of the Las Vegas Review Journal poll.
*Fresh, seasonal displays. Their entry as well as a large
space just past the check-out area are re-styled monthly
according to themes with selections from all the dealers’
booths. The displays help customers envision what items
might look like in their homes and are so popular that many
of the dealers are steering toward a similar approach in their
booths.
*Plenty of help. A number of dealers are scheduled to be
available each day, ensuring that there is always a friendly
and knowledgeable person to handle inquiries, unlock
showcases, help get things to the check-out counter or car.
*Easy to find. Close to the I-95, highly visible signage and
next to a landmark, Arizona Charlies. There is always plenty
of convenient parking.
*Comfortable inside. The store is well-lit, with spacious
aisles that leave plenty of room for wheelchairs. The bathrooms
are sparkling clean and the temperature is comfortable in
winter and summer months.
*Amazing team spirit. Their united mission to satisfy
each customer is refreshing and trumps each dealer’s
personal interest. And this extends beyond their store. They
enthusiastically send their customers on to other antiques
stores, with “Quick Guide Map’ in The Country Register. By
passing out almost a thousand copies each issue, they have
helped support our great network of area antiques shops.
Having more shops enhances antiquing as an enjoyable past
time for both collectors and dealers.
Charleston Antique Mall has planned a Thank You Event
for their customers on Saturday, May 3rd. Let’s all go and
thank them!!!
The Mall is located at 560 S. Decatur Blvd. Learn more at
www.charlestonantiquemall.com, follow them on Facebook,
email: info@charlestonantiquemall.com or call 702-228-4783.
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Rinker On Collectibles

Questions and Answers

On the hunt for great
antiques? Find a map of our
advertising shops at
www.theantiqueregister.com

by Harry Rinker
QUESTION: I own a kerosene oil lamp that measures
approximately 7 3/4 inches in height. It has a white milk glass,
domed-top cylindrical base and a shade that looks like a bulbous
body vase with an extended neck. The base and shade have an
applied floral transfer. The mechanism to adjust the wick is
marked “Made in Hong Kong.” What is the value of my lamp? –
RD, Kutztown, PA, Email Question
ANSWER: The fact that the mechanism to adjust the wick is
marked “Made in Hong Kong,” does not necessarily mean the rest
of the lamp was made there. It is possible the mechanism is a
replacement.
When dating objects for authenticity, the authenticator relies
on a wealth of authenticating vocabularies among which are form,
shape, composition, method of manufacture, and pattern. The
shape, method of manufacture, and pattern of your kerosene lamp
strongly suggest a late 1960s or early 1970s reproduction. The
lack of wear and evidence of use appears to confirm this.
Following World War II, Japan was a major source for
inexpensive reproductions (exact copies), copycats (stylistic
copies), and fantasy forms (design styles that never existed
historically) of antiques and pre-1945 collectibles. Japan also was
an inexpensive off-shore manufacturing center for new products.
For example, the first Barbie dolls were manufactured in Japan.
Hong Kong became a manufacturing source for Barbie in 1970. In
1972, Hong Kong replaced Japan as the major Asian manufacturer
of electronics, toys, and watches.
Collectors and others in the antiques and collectibles trade
associate “Made in Hong Kong’” with the late 1960s and 1970s.
Assuming your kerosene lamp was made in its entirety in Hong
Kong, a date of origin in the late 1960s or early 1970s makes
sense. I checked my reproduction references to see if I could find
an example. I did not. My collection of merchant/trading stamp
redemption catalogs remains in storage. My gut tells me I would
find the lamp in one or more of them.
General collecting interest in antique and collectible kerosene
lamps has diminished. Young people do not identify with them.
There still are a few diehard collectors, but their number is
decreasing. The decorating value of your copycat kerosene lamp
is between $20.00 and $25.00.
QUESTION: In going through the items located in the
basement workshop of my deceased husband, I found a can
containing several dozen bent coins. When I took them to my
local credit union, the teller refused to accept them. In fact, he
advised me to “throw them out.” Is the teller’s advice accurate?
– R, Reading, PA
ANSWER: Money is money – a penny is a penny, a nickel is a
nickel, a dime is a dime, and so forth. Before deciding to trash the
lot, consider the following.
First, separate the coins into piles of pennies, nickels, dimes,
quarters, half dollars, and dollar. Do a second sort of the dimes,
quarters, half-dollars, and dollars. Put all the dated 1964 or earlier
silver coinage in a bag. These coins have melt value. Add up their
face value. While the value of silver has dropped considerably
since 2012-13, it is valued between eight and ten times face in
2015. A coin dealer seeking melt coinage will buy them.
Second, the United States Mint differentiates between
uncurrent and mutilated coins. An uncurrent coin is one that is
heavily worn or reduced in weight by abrasion or some other
means. Love token coins are an example of the latter. While these
coins are recognizable and able to be counted by machine, banks
and credit unions will not replace them.
Continued on page 51...
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Important dates for
May-June
May 10th, Mothers’ Day
May 25th, Memorial Day
June 21st, Father’s Day
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Questions and Answers, continued from page 46...
A mutilated coin is one that is bent, broken, corroded, melted
together, or not whole and NOT machine countable. Again, banks
and credit unions will not replace these coins. The United States
Mint will. However, the US Mint will not redeem altered coins,
counterfeit coins and slugs, foreign coins, fused coins that are
unrecognizable, lumps of coins that contain lead, solder, or other
substances, and precious coins.
The minimum redemption unit is 1 pound for each coin type.
In April 2015, the United States Mint was paying $19.84 per
pound for mutilated clad coins (dimes, quarters, and halves) and
$1.45 per pound for mutilated copper pennies.
Mutilated coins need to be sent to: United States Mint; ATTN:
Mutilated Coin Redemption Section, PO Box 400 or 151 N.
Independence Mall East; Philadelphia, PA 19106. Also, include
your name, address, telephone number, and SSN or TIN (Taxpayer
Identification Number).
As long as you have over a pound of each type of coin, you are
in good shape. If you do not, you have two choices. First, secure
enough good coins and bend them in half until you create a pound
of each type. Second, use a hammer and try to straighten out the
coins so that they are machine countable or able to be put into
standard coin rolls.
Why your husband bent the coins initially is yours to discover.
QUESTION: I have a copy of Major General Courtney
Whitney’s “Douglas MacArthur: His Rendezvous with History,”
copyrighted 1956 and published by Alfred A. Knopf. The book
is signed by MacArthur and his wife, each on a separate page.
MacArthur’s signature is below a personal endorsement. There is
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no dust jacket. What is the value of my book? – E, Coopersburg,
PA
ANSWER: MacArthur, a West Point graduate and career
military officer, retired from the U.S. Army in 1937, only to be
recalled in 1941. MacArthur was involved in the fighting in the
Pacific, accepting the surrender of Japan on September 2, 1945.
He served as military commander of the occupation of Japan from
1945 to 1951. Following the invasion of South Korea by the North,
MacArthur headed the United National Command until removed
by President Truman on April 11, 1951. Although MacArthur was
mentioned as a possible presidential candidate in 1948 and again
in 1952, he chose to support other candidates.
Whitney, known as an ultraconservative, served under
MacArthur in the Philippines. He was extremely loyal to
MacArthur, a position clearly reflected in his writings.
The lack of a dust jacket impacts value, especially when
the book is autographed. The good news is that you can buy an
unsigned copy with a dust jacket in very good or better condition
for less than 10 dollars on www.abebooks.com. I recommend
doing this.
An eBay seller is offering a copy with a dust jacket and signed
by MacArthur and Whitney for a “Buy It Now” price of $415.00.
The price is high. I found MacArthur signed copies on www.
abebooks.com for as low as $75.00. The average asking price for
an autographed copy is between $140.00 and $170.00. All signed
copies of the book being offered for sale included the dust jacket.
MacArthur’s wife’s signature adds little additional value,
especially since it is on a separate page. The difficulty with
“signed” books is that only one page can be displayed.
Continued on page 55...
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Unique Doll and Miniatures
Museum Collection
Inside Christine’s Antiques in
Tucson Is For Sale

American
Antique Mall
Tucson’s Oldest Antique Mall

Turquoise Jewelry
In the Heart of Tucson’s
Antiquing District
Fine Art, Furniture, Rare Books,
Postcards, Old Photographs,
Fine Jewelry, Art Pottery,
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by Nancy Williams
Located inside Christine’s Antiques in Tucson is an
incredibly unique Doll and Miniatures Museum that is the
lifetime collection of the late Martha Christina Schurtz Olson,
who established the antique shop in the early 1960s. The
Museum was created in about 1965 to preserve and display
Christine’s extensive display and this very special collection is
now for sale.
Christine, who was
born in 1915 and died
in 2004, loved dolls
and everything related
to them. She was the
youngest of ten children
and her mother died
when Christine was only
three years old so she
and her sister spent their
childhood living with and
moving between their
four eldest married sisters. She began what became a life-long
passion when she bought her first doll with money that she had
earned by sewing, washing and cleaning other people’s homes
when she was just 8 years old. By the time she was 16—and the
Continued on next page...
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Christine’s, continued from previous page..
young bride of Bob Olson!—Christine had about 60 dolls, both
new and old, that she had collected. And she kept expanding her
vast eclectic collection throughout her long life.
Today, it is estimated that there are 4,000 to 5,000 dolls in
Christine’s Doll and Miniature Museum ranging in age from the
1800s to the 1970s and in size from a doll painted on a pinhead
to 4 feet, 4 inches tall. The dolls come from all over the world,
including Germany, France, Japan, the U.S. and elsewhere, and
there are several different manufacturers. The dolls are made
of china, bisque, wood, porcelain, paper mache, tin, chalk and
even cornhusk.
The collection includes boxes of antique doll clothing,
shoes, hats, miniatures, doll furniture, toys, real running clocks,
accessories, wigs and doll body parts. There are also doll-sized
china tea sets, pianos, buggies, beds, swings, cradles, two displays
of Noah’s Ark and shadow boxes. You can see a YouTube video
of the collection at www.youtube.com/watch?v=QXNHVrIf3jQ
or Doll Museum for Sale.
It was Christine’s wish that her collection be enjoyed in its
entirety. Her son Wayne Olson, who owns Christine’s Antiques
and Elegant Junque Shop with his wife Tina, wants to honor
his mother’s request by selling her remarkable collection to
someone who will move it to a new location to be enjoyed by as
many people as possible. Christine invested more than $650,000
in her doll museum over her lifetime; however, the Olsons are
asking $295,000 for the entire collection.
Parties interested in the collection can contact Wayne or Tina
at 520-323-0018 or by email at mrelegant4932@q.com. For
more information about Christine’s Antiques, located at 4940 E.
Speedway, go to http://christinesantiquestucson.com.
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• Antique Furniture • Collectibles
• Military Memorabilia • Rare Books - Framed Art
•Collections from Mexico

We buy Gold & Silver

www.coppercountryantiques.com
Mall Hours: Monday-Saturday 10am to 6pm • Sunday 11am-5pm

Questions and Answers, continued from page 51...
QUESTION: I have a Lionel 6-8665 Bangor & Aroostook
“Jeremiah O’Brien” Spirit of 1976 GP-9 diesel engine and
caboose in its period box. What is its value? – C, Shamokin, PA
ANSWER: Many companies, Lionel included, took advantage
of the 1976 American Bicentennial to issue commemorative items.
Most individuals who purchased them had no intention of using
them. Instead, they put them aside as “speculative” investments,
planning to sell them at some future point.
Graham’s Trains (www.grahamstrains.com) has an example
for sale at $125.00, reduced from the original list price of $160.00.
Tom’s Collectible Trains (www.tomscollectibletrains.com) notes
the 2013 Greenburg Price Guide lists the set at $170.00 in mint
condition. Tom has a “factory fresh” set for $109.95.
There are several examples for sale on eBay. A “used” version
in the period boxes realized $119.99 plus $22.75 shipping and
handling on January 29, 2015. Another eBay seller with a “C9”
(near mint) example is offering it for sale at a “Buy It Now”
$225.00 price. Thus far, it has not sold.
Taking a conservative approach, your set is worth between
$80.00 and $100.00.
I did a Google search for Jeremiah O’Brien. I found a reference
to Captain Jeremiah O’Brien (1744-1818) who was a captain in
the Massachusetts Navy. I am not certain how he relates to the
Bangor and Aroostook railroad, but someone at Lionel thought
he did.
Harry L. Rinker welcomes questions from readers about
collectibles, those mass-produced items from the twentieth and
twenty-first centuries. Selected letters will be answered in this
column. Harry cannot provide personal answers. Photos and other
material submitted cannot be returned. Send your questions to:
Rinker on Collectibles, 5955 Mill Point Court SE, Kentwood, MI
49512. You also can e-mail your questions to harrylrinker@aol.
com. Only e-mails containing a full name and mailing address will
be considered.
You can listen and participate in Whatcha Got?, Harry’s antiques
and collectibles radio call-in show, on Sunday mornings between 8
and 10 a.m. Eastern Time. If you cannot find it on a station in your
area, Whatcha Got? streams live on the Internet at www.gcnlive.com.
Sell, Keep Or Toss?: How To Downsize A Home, Settle An Estate,
and Appraise Personal Property (House of Collectibles, an imprint
of Random House Information Group, $17.99), Harry’s latest book,
is available at your favorite bookstore and via www.harryrinker.com.
Copyright © Harry L. Rinker, LLC 2014
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